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R.T. Perry
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Los Alamos National Laboratory
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Effective graphical display of code calculations allow for efficient analysis of results. This is
especially true in the case of discrete ordinates transport codes, which can generate thousands of
flux or reaction rate data points per calculation. For this reason, a package of portable interface
programs called OTTUI (ONEDANT-TWODANT-Tecplot TM Unix-Based Interface) has been
developed at Los Alamos National Laboratory to permit rapid visualization of ONEDANT 1 and
TWODANT 2 discrete ordinates results using the graphics package Tecplot. 3 This paper describes
the various uses of OTTUI for display of ONEDANT and TWODANT problem geometries and
calculational results.

The OTTUI package consists of a Unix shell script file that calls a series of FORTRAN-77
programs. This modularity was developed to facilitate the addition of future data display options
for use with O_UI. The order of program execution is based on the form of the OTTUI command
line:

outti number option filename

where number specifies the dimension of the problem, option determines the data type to be
displayed, and filename is the designation of the Tecplot TM compatible ASCII file created by
OTTUI. Each OTTUI execution reads a standard ASCII data file created by ONEDANT or
TWODANT, prompts the user for plot specifics (plot title, flux group collapsing, geometric zone
color display, etc.), generates a new ASCII file formatted for Tecplot TM input, converts this file
into binary format, opens the Tecplot TM window, and displays the graphical result.

OTTUI currently provides displays for one- and two-dimensional rectangular and cylindrical
geometries. Scalar flux plots, as well as point- or zone-specific reaction rate plots, are possible as
either standard Cartesian or contour plots. The user may view flux data for a single energy group,
multiple collapsed energy groups, or total scalar fluxes. Cartesian plots may appear on both linear
and log scales, and multiple collapsed energy group fluxes may be displayed as stacked contour
plots. In addition, scalar fluxes may be displa_ed as spectrum plots over energy or energy groups,
relative fission source strengths may be plotted over flux contours, and geometric zone boundaries
may be plotted over flux or reaction rate contours as an aid to determining if calculational results
are reasonable. Geometry plotting is also available on OTTUI to check for errors in problem
geometry specification. For any given plot type requested by the option keyword on the command
line, a series of machine-prompted user inputs are given that specify the precise form of the final
plot.

OTTUI is designed for maximum user friendliness and minimum memorization of code aspects for
new users. It is designed to be transoortable. To this end, a comprehensive user's manual for
OTTUI was written at Los Alamos to guide the user through every stage of OTTUI and Tecplot TM
operation. A large section of this document contains step-by-step instructions for enhancing the
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standard OTTUI plots for presentation-quality graphics, including procedures for addition of titles,
equations, tables, and legends, or reorientation of plots on the screen. In this way, the OTTUI user
need not learn the many aspects of Tecplot "rMfile formatting, or even plot manipulation, and I
therefore can more efficiently develop graphics for checking or presenting results.
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